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E�ects of Frequency Variation at

Inlet Flow on the Vortex Shedding

Frequency Behind a Circular Cylinder

E� Youse��Rad�� M� Pasandideh�fard�

In many applications� the �ow past blu� bodies has a frequency nature
�oscillated� and is not uniform� This kind of �ow has some e�ects on the
formation of vortex shedding behind blu� bodies� In this paper� the �ow
around a circular cylinder was numerically simulated� The e�ects of frequency
variation at inlet �ow on the vortex shedding frequency were investigated� The
transient Two�Dimensional Navier�Stokes equations were employed to compute
the unsteady laminar free stream �ow over a circular cylinder� A time series
analysis for the formations of vortex shedding behind the circular cylinder was
performed under uniform �Frequency��� and oscillated �ows �Frequency���	�
	� 	�� 
� and 	��Hz� at Re����� Then� the value of amplitude for one of the
oscillated �ows was changed� The global quantities such as drag coe�cients
and Strouhal number variables were compared for the above range of conditions
for both uniform and oscillated �ows� Results show that by increasing the inlet
�ow frequency� Strouhal number increases slightly and the oscillation amplitude
of drag coe�cient increases considerably� However� the mean sizes of drag
coe�cients do not vary in all computations� Also� the e�ect of variation in
velocity amplitude on vortex shedding frequency and drag coe�cient value was
studied�

INTRODUCTION

The �ow around a circular cylinder due to the complex
nature of the �ow remains a challenging problem in
�uid mechanics today� Cross��ow normal to the axis
of a stationary circular cylinder and the associated
problems of heat and mass transport are encountered
in a wide variety of engineering applications ���� Vortex
shedding in the wake behind circular cylinders has been
the focus of attention in a number of experiments in
recent years ��� �� 	 and 
�� The occurrence of this �ow
phenomenon is due to instabilities and depends on the
geometry of the blu� body and the Reynolds number�
it has often been the cause of failure of �ow�exposed
structures in various elds of engineering� The non�
dimensional shedding frequency� the Strouhal number�
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is dened as�
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where � is the shedding frequency� D is the character�
istic length and U� is free stream �ow velocity� Over a
wide range of Reynolds numbers� the Strouhal number
is constant� implying a linear relationship between
shedding frequency and mean velocity� Due to the
vortex shedding is highly a�ected by Reynolds number
thus extensive review of the analysis of vortex shedding
past steady circular cylinders was done� The major
Reynolds regimes of vortex shedding are reported in
Lienhard ���� In particular� at Re �
� the �ow does not
detach from the cylinder surface� so the �uid follows
the cylinder contours� In the range 
 � Re � 	
�
the �ow separates from the back of the cylinder and
the near wake is characterized by a symmetric pair of
vortices� If Re is further increased� the wake becomes
unstable and the vortices shed alternately from the
cylinder sides� The wake is given by two vortices of
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opposite sign �Vortex Street� and is laminar� In the
range �	
 � Re � �

� although the boundary layer
on the cylinder remains laminar� the wake becomes
turbulent�

The vortex shedding is strong and periodic in the
sub�critical range ��

 � Re � ��	� �
���	�

Due to these phenomena� the �ow at Re��

 was
deeply considered in the analyses of this study� In
addition to the familiar K�arm�an vortex street behind a
stationary cylinder in a uniform stream� several other
complex vortex patterns have been observed in the
wakes of oscillating cylinders� There is a large body
of literature on experimental studies of vortex wakes
behind cylinders oscillating either perpendicularly to
or in�line with the uniform stream ��� An attempt
at classifying such vortex patterns has been made by
Williamson and Roshko ��� henceforth referred to as
WR� using a symbolic code of letters and numbers
that describes the combination of pairs and single
vortices shed during each cycle of the forced oscillation
of the cylinder� Another phenomenon that occurs in
nature is oscillated �ow that crosses over blu� bodies
such as fans that provide periodic �ow� In order to
capture periodic vortex shedding only a few studies
were done �� in which the oscillated pressure was
considered to simulate vortex shedding� In experi�
mental studies� visualization techniques such as hot
wire and Laser Doppler Velocimetry �LDV� are usually
employed ��
 and ��� When a �uid �ows around a
blu� body� vortices are alternatively shed and a well
known Karman vortex street is formed in the wake
of the cylinder� Using the concept of curve �tting�
correlations have been obtained for Strouhal number
variation with Reynolds number�	� In other works�
the function of oscillated �ow was optimized by using
entropy �ow theory and a better state of amplitude
value for this vortex shedding simulation��� was found�

CHARACTERISTICS OF FLOWS OVER

CIRCULAR CYLINDER

In this paper� the two�dimensional �ow of an incom�
pressible �uid around a circular cylinder was simu�
lated in both uniform stream �ow and oscillated �ows
at Re��

� Both experimental measurements and
numerical computations have con�rmed the onset of
instability of the wake �ow behind a cylinder beyond
a critical Reynolds number� leading �nally to a kind
of periodic �ow identi�ed by de�nite frequencies� well�
known in the literature as the Von Karman vortex
street ���� No slip condition is imposed as initial
conditions� In case of laminar �ow past cylinders
with regular polygonal cross�section� the �ow usually
separates at one or more sharp corners of the cross�
section geometry itself� forming a system of vortices in
the wake on either side of the mid symmetry plane�

The mesh study was carried out for uniform inlet �ow
and the minimum grid nodes with the same values
for Strouhal number and drag coe�cient were selected
for all numerical simulations� The code is validated
with the Thompson�s experimental data in uniform
�ow���� The vortex shedding taking place behind
the circular cylinder has shown good accuracy with
the experimental data� The code was extended to
compute vortex shedding induced by inlet oscillated
�ow after validation� For the �rst step� the optimized
number of nodes for grid independency is found� The
numerical results from both uniform and �uctuating
�ow were compared� The global quantities such as drag
coe�cients� Strouhal number� drag coe�cient and vari�
ables like stream function� vorticity have been obtained
in oscillated �ow in various frequencies �
�
������
��

and �

Hz�� Then� the results obtained for various
values of amplitude of oscillation were compared with
the result of uniform �ow� It was found how vortex
shedding characteristics were a�ected by the periodic
incoming disturbances� Therefore� the results could be
useful for calibrating the �ow meter in unsteady �ow
measurement�

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The governing equation for Two�Dimensional cylindri�
cal unsteady laminar incompressible �ow is continuity
�Equation�� and Navier�Stokes equation as follows
�Equations � and ���
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where u and v are velocity components in r and �

direction� The second order upwind scheme was em�
ployed to discrete momentum equations which where
solved implicitly� Computations have been carried out
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for Reynolds numbers ���� The coupling between
continuity and momentum equations was achieved
with the SIMPLEC predictor�corrector algorithm of
van Doormal and Raithby ���	
 which is an improved
version of the SIMPLE algorithm� The velocity inlet
condition was applied at the inlet and the pressure
outlet was performed for the exit�Figure ��� The code
was extended to compute vortex shedding induced by
inlet oscillated ow after validation� The selected inlet
velocity amplitude and frequency were de�ned as a
variable function explained in next part�

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

a� Uniform �ow over cylinder

In order to obtain reliable and accurate results
 it
is important to choose the length and width of the
computational domain and grid size carefully� The
domain of computations was considered as C�Grid as
shown in Figure �� All the numerical simulations were
carried out for a �cm�diameter cylinder� The liquid was
assumed water with constant ���K as temperature�

The mesh independency was studied for uniform
inlet ow� Four number of grid nodes were selected
and the results were compared for drag coe�cient and
Strouhal number �see Table ���

Results show that the domain with ����� grid
nodes or higher have the same values for Strouhal
number and drag coe�cient� Considering this
 �����
grid nodes were selected for all the numerical sim�
ulation in this study� To validate the code
 the

Figure �� C�Grid domain used for computation�

Table �� Computed drag coe�cient and Strouhal number
in four Number of Nodes�

Number of Nodes Cd Strouhal

����� ����� �����

����� ����� �����

����� ����� �����

������ ����� �����

Figure �� Comparison between numerical results and
experimental data ���� for Pressure Coe�cient versus angle
of attack at Re��		�

vortex shedding was simulated for the uniform inlet
ow and the results were compared with a case for
which measurements were available in experimental
data���	� So
 the ow with Reynolds number equal
to ��� was chosen� Further
 the results were compared
with corresponding numerical predictions presented in
Ref� ��	� Figure � shows that the agreement between
the measurement data and the computational results
is excellent in the accelerating ow zone covering the
front part of the cylinder�

But large di�erences of the order of ��� are
observed for the suction peak and the so�called base
pressure in the rear part of the cylinder� This con�
tradiction may be attributed mainly to the inaccurate
prediction of location of the unsteady ow separation
point on the cylinder surface� However
 the predictions
obtained in this work are better compared with those
given in Ref���	 in which a deviation of at least ���
with data was reported�

b� Oscillated �ow on a circular cylinder

The code was extended to compute vortex shedding
which is induced with oscillated ow� The selected inlet
velocity amplitude and frequency were de�ned as the

Table �� Computed times for symmetry and Asymmetry
vortex shedding�

Frequency Symmetry �sec� Asymmetry �sec�

� t � ��� ���� � t

��� t � ��� ���� � t

� t � ��� ���� � t

�� t � ��� ���� � t

�� t � ��� ���� � t

��� t � ���� ���� � t
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Figure �� Contours of velocity magnitude at ��� seconds for inlet �ow with various frequencies�

below function�

U � 	�	
���� 	�		�
� sin�t ���

where U is velocity along x axis� � is frequency and t is
time� The value of 	�	
���m�s is the velocity of water
at Re�
		 calculated from the below equation�

Re �
U�D

�
��	�

A time series analysis was performed for inlet �ow with
various frequencies� In Table �� computed times for
formation vortices are presented�

These results reveal that before ��� seconds vor�
tices are symmetric for all investigated frequencies� In
addition� when the incoming �ow frequency increases�
the time remaining symmetry �ow increases slightly�
Besides� for asymmetry �ow required time for forming
asymmetry vortices increases� Due to these reasons�
two times were selected for the analysis of vortex shed�
ding behavior� �a� �� seconds for symmetry vortices
and �b� ��� seconds for asymmetry vortices�

Figure 
 shows the velocity magnitude contours
and stream lines for various inlet �ow frequencies at
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Figure �� Contours of velocity magnitude at ���� seconds for inlet �ow with various frequencies�

��� seconds� It can be seen that all the vortices are
symmetric� In this state� the results are checked in
�� frequencies �between � and ��� Hz	 and it showed
that increasing the inlet 
ow frequency does not have
a signi�cant e�ect on the formation of vortices� But
in this interval� ��Hz and ��Hz of frequency had some
swing� Finally� when frequency increased in inlet 
ow�
it caused the vortices to decrease slightly� at the end as
shown for frequency of ���Hz�

Asymmetry vortices are shown in Figure  for var�
ious frequencies of inlet 
ows� Formations of vortices

and stream lines in di�erent frequencies at ���� seconds
were simulated� Although the number of vortices are
the same �had di�erent stream lines in frequency of
��Hz	� the size of the vortices decreases by increasing
the inlet 
ow frequency and the slope of stream line
increases at high frequencies�

Figure � shows the variation between drag co�
e�cient and time for di�erent inlet 
ow frequencies�
It can be seen that in low frequencies the oscillation
amplitude of drag coe�cient is relatively low and os�
cillates between ��� to ��� For 
ow with frequency���
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Figure �� variation between drag coe�cient and time for

di�erent inlet �ow frequencies�

Figure �� Variation between Strouhal number and inlet

�ow frequencies�

this amplitude increases slightly and drag coe�cient
oscillates between � to ���� At frequency	�
� the drag
coe�cient amplitude oscillates between 
�� to ���� For
both inlet �ow frequencies �
 and �

� the behavior
of drag coe�cient oscillations is approximately the
same� The amplitude of oscillation in these cases is

Figure �� Variation between drag coe�cient and time for

di�erent amplitude�

between 
� to ���� Although the amplitude of drag
coe�cient increases signi�cantly� the mean average of
drag coe�cient is not a�ected by variation of inlet
�ow frequency and it is approximately constant� The
values of Strouhal number for inlet �ow with various
frequencies were calculated �see Figure ��� It is clearly
understood that Strouhal number increases slightly
with an increase in inlet �ow frequency� It can be seen
that the numerical results are approximately accurate
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for unsteady periodic �ows when a proper grid and time

step size are used�

Figure � shows the variation of drag coe�cient

with passing time� The value of amplitude for one of

the oscillated �ows such as the number of frequency

equal to ��Hz was changed� It can be seen that as

the value of amplitude varies considerably	 the mean

value of drag coe�cient is not changed� However	

the amplitude of drag coe�cient frequencies varied

signi
cantly� It is interesting that the drag coe�cient

amplitude variations decrease for higher values of inlet

�ow amplitudes�

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using transient two�dimensional Navier�Stokes equa�

tion vortex shedding phenomenon was simulated� The

�ow behavior behind a circular cylinder and wake

structure was investigated for oscillated �ow with vari�

ous frequencies by using a second order upwind implicit

scheme� A�time series of analysis was performed to

compare vortex behavior behind circular cylinder for

various inlet velocity frequencies� Results show that

by increasing the frequency of the inlet �ow	 the

Strouhal number is increased slightly� Although the

amplitude of the drag coe�cient increases dramatically	

the mean average of the drag coe�cient is not a�ected

by variation of the inlet �ow frequency and it has an

approximately constant value�
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